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High price of healthcare will 
plague brokers anew 
With the future of the Affordable Care 
Act still unclear, the biggest challenge 
facing brokers in 2019 will remain the 
rising cost of healthcare.
http://bit.ly/2B9ClXx
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Most employers say administrative issues will be their 
greatest struggle imposed by the ACA this year

Source: IFEBP
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The rise of the contract workforce na-
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From HSA to 401(k) contribution 
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What do benefit advisers Christopher Caldari, Amy Kins-
man and Edwige Ligondé all have in common? 
 They are among 20 new Rising Stars the editors picked 
this year who are best positioning themselves as a new 
generation of experts advising employers in search of 
healthcare savings, smarter benefits plans and ways to 
boost workplace engagement. We asked these young 
advisers for their top forecasts, the key skills needed to 
thrive, and what they think leaders should do to keep at-

tracting talent to help provide better healthcare and employer benefits.
“My boldest prediction for the benefits advisory industry is that we will see a 

strong shift to next-generation consultants. With current consultants moving out 
of the market due to retirement, this will present a huge opportunity for younger 
professionals to move into an exciting field,” says Caldari, 26, a consultant with 
Corporate Synergies.

Other young leaders focused on lifelong learning as an important mindset
to adopt. 

“Communication and continued education” are key skills of all successful advis-
ers, says Amy Kinsman, 28, a retirement plan consultant with Cafaro Greenleaf. 
“It’s important to keep up with industry regulations” to keep clients informed.

As his inspiration, Edwige Ligondé thought back to memories of his mother, a 
family nurse practitioner, coming home from work and telling stories of patients 
struggling to understand the healthcare system. His mother recalled patients who 
wouldn’t follow doctor’s recommendations because they couldn’t afford health 
insurance.

“No one’s helping these people out with their healthcare needs,” Ligondé, 33, 
told associate editor Caroline Hroncich, who writes about him and his work as a 
vice president at Nielsen Benefits Group in Westlake Village, California, where he’s 
generated more than $1 million in new business revenue. “They aren’t taking the 
recommendations of their doctor just because they don’t understand their insur-
ance plan,” Ligondé adds. “It was an anomaly to me.”  —Walden Siew

From the Editor

A new class of advisers takes the stage with fresh 
perspectives on healthcare savings and benefits.

Next generation

FOLLOW 
THE 
LEADER

From short gems of wit 
and insight to valuable 
observations, our Twitter 
feed provides a real-time 
connection to an influential 
community of benefits 
decision makers.

STAY 
CONNECTED.
STAY 
ENGAGED.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION 

@EBAMAGAZINE
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Outlook

High price of healthcare will plague 
brokers anew in 2019
More employers are turning to advisers to help them curb the rising cost of health 
insurance, new survey data shows.

With the future of court action on the 
Affordable Care Act still unclear, the 
biggest challenge facing brokers in 2019 
will remain the rising cost of healthcare.

Employers are increasingly turning 
to their advisers to help them control 
health insurance spend, according to 
a small survey of more than 100 health 
insurance brokers from benefits educa-
tion and consulting firm DirectPath. 
About 77% of advisers surveyed say the 

increasing cost of healthcare was their 
biggest challenge for the new year and 
66% say their clients rely on them to 
contain these costs.

“With healthcare policy in flux — and 
with demand for price transparency 
drawing significant attention — em-
ployers will undoubtedly look to brokers 
to help them navigate the shifting 
healthcare landscape and empower 
employees to best choose and use their 

benefits,” says Michael Byers, CEO of 
DirectPath, in a statement.

Brokers are also seeing high demand 
for benefits communication, employee 
engagement and transparency as a way 
to address the rising cost of healthcare, 
the survey reports. Because there is such 
a high demand for these services, Direct-
Path says, brokers are starting to position 
themselves as extensions of the HR team, 
instead of as external salespeople.
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“The role of the health insurance bro-
ker has changed significantly in the past 
few years,” Byers says. “Brokers today 
have to be so much more than benefits 
salespeople. They are expected to be 
strategic consultants to their employer 
clients who require guidance optimizing 
the ROI of their health care investments. 
Whereas in the past, broker services like 
employee engagement and transparen-
cy were perceived as cutting-edge, they 
are now considered tablestakes solu-
tions for brokers who want to compete.”

The rising cost of healthcare may 
also be driving innovation in the health 
insurance industry, the survey found. 
A majority (77%) of respondents say 
health costs will be a driver of innova-

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual 
Insurance Company. ©2018 Nationwide. 18GRP5592

Why o� er Nationwide pet insurance?
•  It’s one of the fastest-growing and most-used voluntary benefi ts
•  Increases the value of your overall portfolio o� erings
•  Enhances clients’ benefi ts packages without adding any cost
•  Helps clients increase employee attraction, engagement and retention

800-874-0704  •  petinsurance.com/eba

Add value to your 
portfolio—without 
adding costs

VOLUNTARY BENEFIT
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By Caroline Hroncich

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.
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High price of healthcare will plague 
brokers anew in 2019
More employers are turning to advisers to help them curb the rising cost of health 
insurance, new survey data shows.

benefits,” says Michael Byers, CEO of 
DirectPath, in a statement.

Brokers are also seeing high demand 
for benefits communication, employee 
engagement and transparency as a way 
to address the rising cost of healthcare, 
the survey reports. Because there is such 
a high demand for these services, Direct-
Path says, brokers are starting to position 
themselves as extensions of the HR team, 
instead of as external salespeople.
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“The role of the health insurance bro-
ker has changed significantly in the past 
few years,” Byers says. “Brokers today 
have to be so much more than benefits 
salespeople. They are expected to be 
strategic consultants to their employer 
clients who require guidance optimizing 
the ROI of their health care investments. 
Whereas in the past, broker services like 
employee engagement and transparen-
cy were perceived as cutting-edge, they 
are now considered tablestakes solu-
tions for brokers who want to compete.”

The rising cost of healthcare may 
also be driving innovation in the health 
insurance industry, the survey found. 
A majority (77%) of respondents say 
health costs will be a driver of innova-

tion for advisers, trailed by a demand 
for price transparency (60%) and broker 
competition (49%).

But in order to innovate, brokers may 
also want to focus on training, a recent 

report from insurance provider MetLife 
found. According to MetLife, while 84% 
of brokers believe their companies teach 
them the skills to succeed at their jobs 
only 43% say on-the-job training is of-
fered in their office.

With a heavy focus on decreasing 
health insurance costs, there is still 
opportunity for advisers to help their 
clients save money and select the best 
plans, DirectPath says.

“Whether brokers provide these 
services directly or provide referrals to 
outside vendors, they have a tremen-
dous opportunity to deliver value to 
employers and their employees by 
helping them curb health care costs,” 
Byers adds. EBA

Outlook
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By Caroline Hroncich

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.

“The role of the health 
insurance broker has changed 
significantly in the past few 
years,” says Michael Byers, CEO 
of DirectPath. “Brokers today 
have to be so much more than 
benefits salespeople. They 
are expected to be strategic 
consultants to their employer 
clients who require guidance 
optimizing the ROI of their 
health care investments.”
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Here’s how brokers can  
beat Goliath

By Nelson L. Griswold

Independent Davids are winning accounts by using strategies 
and techniques they call NextGen benefits. Here’s how it works.

Griswold

Advisers Beth Johnson 
and Deke Lape of 
Mitchell Insurance last 
year battled a Top 5 
national broker for 
a 500-employee life 
manufacturing ac-
count — and won.

Mitchell Insurance 
is not an isolated example. Across the coun-
try, small- to mid-sized independent benefits 
firms are winning lucrative mid-market busi-
ness from bigger competitors.

Adviser Randy Hansen of PSG Washing-
ton in Everett, Washington, out-raced a Top 
15 national broker to win a 200-employee 
life auto dealership. In Indianapolis, adviser 
Jeff Fox of HJ Spier took a 1,500-life regional 
hospital from a large local brokerage. Bob 
Gearhart Sr. and Bob Gearhart Jr. of DCW 
Group in Youngstown, Ohio, pried a 125-life 
steel company away from a Top 10 broker-
age. Perhaps even more impressive, adviser 
Kim Eckelbarger of Tropical Benefits in Trin-
ity, Florida, ripped a 250-life transportation 
company out of the hands of the incumbent 
broker, a former NFL quarterback.

These independent Davids are prevailing 
over these status quo Goliaths using next-
generation strategies and techniques that 
they call NextGen benefits. These tactics 

improve benefits while reducing a company’s 
year-over-year benefits spend, usually by 
20% to 40% in the first year alone. Let’s look 
at the main elements of NextGen benefits.

The foundation of NextGen benefits is 
ascension to the C-Suite, moving the benefits 
strategy discussion from the HR department 
to the executive offices. While an important 
part in the benefits process, HR is opera-
tional while the CEO and CFO are highly 
strategic.

Healthcare supply chain
NextGen advisers have a benefits strategy 
conversation with the CEO and/or CFO, 
avoiding topics like plan design, open 
enrollment and renewal strategies — opera-
tional details that executives have delegat-
ed to their HR team. The conversation fo-
cuses instead on how these executives can 
reclaim control of their benefits spend using 
alternative benefits financing strategies and 
managing the healthcare supply chain.

Alternative financing of the benefits 
program, i.e., some form of self-funding 
— level-funded plans, partial self-funding, 
captives or fully self-insured plans — is 
essential for NextGen benefits, allowing em-
ployers to reclaim control of their benefits 
spend. 
When it’s time to purchase new computers, no 

company hands each employ-
ee a corporate credit card with 
instructions to go buy a com-
puter for their work. Yet em-
ployers use this strategy when 
it comes to workers’ healthcare 
purchases. They give each 
employee who wants one an 
insurance card and sends them 
off to purchase healthcare 
whenever they please from any 
(in-network) provider regardless 
of the quality and cost, which 
varies widely from provider to 
provider.

Companies carefully man-
age all their sourcing through 
what is known as supply chain 
management — except for 
the healthcare their employ-
ees buy.

NextGen benefits are 
changing that, using various 
strategies and techniques to 
manage the healthcare sup-
ply chain — the quality and 
cost of healthcare — includ-
ing medical management, 
fiduciary PBMs, specialty med 
cost-mitigation programs, 
bundled-price surgery centers, 
surgical bidding, direct con-
tracting, and reference-based 
pricing/reimbursement.

By working with the C-Suite 
to take control of the ben-
efits spend and managing 
the healthcare supply chain, 
independent NextGen benefits 
advisers are delivering measur-
able bottom-line results that 
give them a clear competitive 
advantage over larger status 
quo brokers. EBA

Nelson L. Griswold, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is an agency growth consultant and author of DO or DIE: Reinventing your benefits 
agency for post-reform success. Follow him on Twitter at @NelsonGriswold.

No, employers don’t always 
want your advice

By Wendy Keneipp

Your clients don’t care how much you know until they know 
how much you care.

Keneipp

This may feel like a 
platitude, but it’s a 
critical component 
of selling complex 
advice-based services. 
We hear firsthand 
stories of benefits 
advisers promoting 
new health insurance 

programs that can save thousands of dollars, 
and yet the prospects say, “No, thank you.”

“Why?” is always the question that fol-
lows. Advisers discuss it, baffled by the 
poor decision-making and the ignorance of 
employers.

And I’m sure there is some serious fear-
factor, poor decision-making happening on 
the part of the employers. It’s understand-
able. Big changes aren’t easy, even if it may 
be the right decision.

But there is always some deeper motiva-
tion in those situations, and it’s the adviser’s 
job to suss that out. Yet sales people admit 
way too often they will jump on the first idea 
they hear, create a diagnosis, and offer up a 
prescription before even leaving the office.

Think for a minute about sitting down 
with a new employer group. You learn a few 
facts about their current plan design, and 
your mind starts racing ahead with ideas 
about what they need to change. You kick 

Wendy Keneipp, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a partner with Q4 Intelligence, a St. Louis-based consulting firm for insurance and 
benefits agencies. Follow her on Twitter at @WendyKeneipp.
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purchases. They give each 
employee who wants one an 
insurance card and sends them 
off to purchase healthcare 
whenever they please from any 
(in-network) provider regardless 
of the quality and cost, which 
varies widely from provider to 
provider.

Companies carefully man-
age all their sourcing through 
what is known as supply chain 
management — except for 
the healthcare their employ-
ees buy.

NextGen benefits are 
changing that, using various 
strategies and techniques to 
manage the healthcare sup-
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cost of healthcare — includ-
ing medical management, 
fiduciary PBMs, specialty med 
cost-mitigation programs, 
bundled-price surgery centers, 
surgical bidding, direct con-
tracting, and reference-based 
pricing/reimbursement.

By working with the C-Suite 
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efits spend and managing 
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No, employers don’t always 
want your advice

By Wendy Keneipp

Your clients don’t care how much you know until they know 
how much you care.

Keneipp

This may feel like a 
platitude, but it’s a 
critical component 
of selling complex 
advice-based services. 
We hear firsthand 
stories of benefits 
advisers promoting 
new health insurance 

programs that can save thousands of dollars, 
and yet the prospects say, “No, thank you.”

“Why?” is always the question that fol-
lows. Advisers discuss it, baffled by the 
poor decision-making and the ignorance of 
employers.

And I’m sure there is some serious fear-
factor, poor decision-making happening on 
the part of the employers. It’s understand-
able. Big changes aren’t easy, even if it may 
be the right decision.

But there is always some deeper motiva-
tion in those situations, and it’s the adviser’s 
job to suss that out. Yet sales people admit 
way too often they will jump on the first idea 
they hear, create a diagnosis, and offer up a 
prescription before even leaving the office.

Think for a minute about sitting down 
with a new employer group. You learn a few 
facts about their current plan design, and 
your mind starts racing ahead with ideas 
about what they need to change. You kick 

into overdrive and start talking about all 
the changes you can bring to them. You’re 
throwing out numbers that quite likely are 
unbelievable to the uneducated ear. You 
sense their hesitation, so you start talking 
faster — and maybe louder — to get them 
to understand.

Somewhere in all your talking and hand-
waving, you pique their interest enough that 
they agree to let you bring back some infor-
mation to review. Who doesn’t want to know 
what that kind of savings could look like? So 
you go back and do a ton of work gathering 
quotes from various vendors, and the sav-
ings are mind-blowing! You’re so excited — 
how could they possibly say no to this?

And then they do. And you are incredu-
lous.

You take the story to discussion groups 
and social media, bashing the employer for 
their reckless decision-making.

But why did they say no? Consider:
• Did you take the time to talk to them 

about their business goals? 
• Did you learn the personal motivations of 

the business owner and leadership team? 
• Did you learn what each of their concerns 

are? 
• Did they have confidence that you know 

their business and their goals well enough 
to make the recommendations? 

• Did you allow the process 
proper time for all of these 
new ideas to sit and simmer 
appropriately with them? To 
allow them time to find their 
own questions and develop 
confidence in you and your 
proposed recommenda-
tions?
Or did you get excited and 

present them with ideas from 
a rather ignorant place, think-
ing they would say yes simply 
because of the cost savings?

It’s hard to take significant 
advice from anyone who has 
not taken the time to get to 
know you and has not allowed 
you the opportunity to get to 
know them. If your advice-giv-
ing motivations are not openly 
felt by the advisee, your advice 
may be perceived as suspect.

Who knows? You could be 
selling snake oil. You could be 
trying to get an extra bonus 
payment. You could be trying 
to reach a sales quota. Or you 
could be genuinely interested 
in helping them find a solution 
that is in their best financial 
interest.

But until you allow proper 
time and circumstances for 
your role to develop from 
that of a salesperson pitching 
products to that of an adviser 
working in their best inter-
ests, you’re going to struggle 
getting people to take new, 
potentially radical recommen-
dations from you. Regardless 
of how much money you may 
be able to save them. EBA

Wendy Keneipp, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a partner with Q4 Intelligence, a St. Louis-based consulting firm for insurance and 
benefits agencies. Follow her on Twitter at @WendyKeneipp.
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What clients want: Benefit 
plans with a punch

My prescription for 
healthcare in 2019

By Jack Kwicien By Suzy K. Johnson

To compete effectively, prudent advisers need to be more 
innovative in new plan designs.

One specialist sets her goals for lowering employer healthcare 
costs — and finds rewards along the way.

Kwicien Johnson

A trend that started in 
the benefits industry 
about 10 years ago 
is now expanding 
and accelerating. 
I’m talking about the 
emergence of lifestyle 
benefits that go be-
yond all the traditional 

life, health, disability income and retirement 
plans.

It started with the introduction of offerings 
like identity theft protection and legal plans 
being offered through employer sponsored 
programs with group rates, generally as an 
employee-paid voluntary, benefit. Employers 
have been eager to enhance their benefits 
offerings to improve their recruitment of 
talent and to enhance their human capital 
retention for nearly 25 years now. But now 
offerings that positively impact an employ-
ee’s lifestyle are the hottest new trend.

With three generations active in the 
workforce, the benefits needs of a typical 
employee population are stratified and gen-
erally vary widely. Based on employee at-
titude surveys, for example, millennials value 
free time, quality of life, new experiences and 
lifestyle enhancements more than material 
possessions or career success.

Forward-thinking employers are listening 
to a new message about how to make their 

organization a desirable workplace because 
there are very important implications to 
these generational attitudes that need to be 
addressed when designing a comprehensive 
benefits program. As a prudent benefits 
adviser, you need to be listening to this new 
drum beat as well, or run the risk of being 
replaced by an innovative, early-adopter 
that is perceived to be on the leading edge 
of benefits plan design.

So specifically, what are we talking about? 
The following services are being packaged 
as enhancements to an employer’s existing 
benefits offerings:
•  Financial planning, including household 

budget planning, on a fee-basis
•  Online, cash-back shopping programs
•  Discounted travel services for hotels, 

resorts and excursions
•  Holistic wellness services
•  Fitness club memberships that can be 

used nationally
•  Financial wellness planning with legal and 

accounting advice and counsel
•  Medical tourism
•  Student loan repayment programs

And it is likely we will see even more offer-
ings in the next two to three years. So if you 
have not taken the time to learn about these 
benefits enhancements what are you wait-
ing for? The upcoming Workplace Benefits 
Renaissance conference in Nashville will 

Like many others 
in my line of work, I 
have found a higher 
calling in what I do as 
an employee ben-
efits specialist. This 
is a result of actually 
delivering results for 
employers in lowering 

healthcare costs for their companies and 
their employees. 
It is very rewarding to create and witness 
change so employees can retain more of 
their paychecks rather than spend them on 
overinflated healthcare costs.

For many years I bought the argument 
that healthcare facilities costs were high 
because of the free medical care they pro-
vided to indigents and the uninsured. Boy 
was I mislead.

Now I know it is often because health-
care facilities are greedy and inefficient 
and somehow feel a “right” to behave in a 
way that is the antithesis of competitive 
business in America.

Much of U.S. healthcare has failed Amer-
ican companies and workers in order to 
pad their own pockets (and profits) despite 
the fact they receive huge tax breaks as a 
result of their “nonprofit” status.

The role of being an advocate for em-
ployers and employees to help them hold 

have a panel discussion about 
several of these categories 
that promises to be informa-
tive and enlightening.

Now I can hear some of 
you saying, but I’m used to 
making substantial upfront 
commissions on the more 
traditional benefits offerings 
(both employer-paid and vol-
untary), so why would I bother 
to offer any lifestyle benefits 
at all since their pricing, and 
therefore their compensation 
potential, is less? The simple 
answer is: client retention.

Consider this: If you sell one 
product or service to a client, 
your five-year client retention 
will be about 50%. If you sell 
two products or services to 
a client, your five-year client 
retention will improve to about 
70%. But if you sell three 
products or services to a client, 
your five-year client retention 
jumps to more than 90%. Now 
imagine if you added two, 
three or four lifestyle benefits 
to your standard portfolio. 
Your five-year client retention 
would be about 95%, mean-
ing you’d retain your average 
client about 20 years.

Calculate the net-present 
value of that client relationship 
and you will think about some 
fun, sexy, engaging lifestyle 
benefits in a whole new light. 
It’s not a bad thing to intro-
duce some fun offerings that 
employees want to utilize and 
to make more money in the 
process. Now that’s creative 
marketing. EBA

Jack Kwicien, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a managing partner at Daymark Advisors, a Baltimore consultancy. Suzy K. Johnson is president, owner and employee benefit specialist at Employee Benefit Advisors of the Carolinas.
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My prescription for 
healthcare in 2019

By Suzy K. Johnson

One specialist sets her goals for lowering employer healthcare 
costs — and finds rewards along the way.

Kwicien Johnson

Like many others 
in my line of work, I 
have found a higher 
calling in what I do as 
an employee ben-
efits specialist. This 
is a result of actually 
delivering results for 
employers in lowering 

healthcare costs for their companies and 
their employees. 
It is very rewarding to create and witness 
change so employees can retain more of 
their paychecks rather than spend them on 
overinflated healthcare costs.

For many years I bought the argument 
that healthcare facilities costs were high 
because of the free medical care they pro-
vided to indigents and the uninsured. Boy 
was I mislead.

Now I know it is often because health-
care facilities are greedy and inefficient 
and somehow feel a “right” to behave in a 
way that is the antithesis of competitive 
business in America.

Much of U.S. healthcare has failed Amer-
ican companies and workers in order to 
pad their own pockets (and profits) despite 
the fact they receive huge tax breaks as a 
result of their “nonprofit” status.

The role of being an advocate for em-
ployers and employees to help them hold 

onto more of their hard earned dollars 
(rather than spend them on healthcare) has 
motivated me. I am driven to achieve more 
knowing my work can have such a positive 
impact on the lives of many.

My list of wants is as follows:
1.  I want to witness a large nonprofit hos-

pital facilities group take the lead in pro-
viding a written transparency agreement 
prior to service for patient that outlines 
the comprehensive plan of treatment 
and costs to be billed. That agreement 
also should include a provision that if the 
surgery results or services rendered don’t 
meet the needs of the patient, they will 
not be charged additional amounts to 
remedy the situation.

2.  If such an agreement cannot be 
achieved voluntarily let’s take a big 
step as a society to disallow “facility 
fees” from hospitals which can pad the 
bills 20% or more and make it illegal to 
charge the patient more than the actual 
cost of items such as aspirin, tissues and 
toothbrushes provided to them in their 
rooms.

3.  Let’s propose a national bill that makes 
retention of a hospital’s “nonprofit” 
status contingent upon them billing no 

have a panel discussion about 
several of these categories 
that promises to be informa-
tive and enlightening.

Now I can hear some of 
you saying, but I’m used to 
making substantial upfront 
commissions on the more 
traditional benefits offerings 
(both employer-paid and vol-
untary), so why would I bother 
to offer any lifestyle benefits 
at all since their pricing, and 
therefore their compensation 
potential, is less? The simple 
answer is: client retention.

Consider this: If you sell one 
product or service to a client, 
your five-year client retention 
will be about 50%. If you sell 
two products or services to 
a client, your five-year client 
retention will improve to about 
70%. But if you sell three 
products or services to a client, 
your five-year client retention 
jumps to more than 90%. Now 
imagine if you added two, 
three or four lifestyle benefits 
to your standard portfolio. 
Your five-year client retention 
would be about 95%, mean-
ing you’d retain your average 
client about 20 years.

Calculate the net-present 
value of that client relationship 
and you will think about some 
fun, sexy, engaging lifestyle 
benefits in a whole new light. 
It’s not a bad thing to intro-
duce some fun offerings that 
employees want to utilize and 
to make more money in the 
process. Now that’s creative 
marketing. EBA

more than 170% of Medi-
care with no facility fees 
allowed.

4.  Let’s create incentives for 
more Direct Primary Care 
practices by allowing em-
ployees to use their Health 
Savings Account funds to 
pay for monthly DPC sub-
scriptions.

5.  Create incentives for em-
ployees to consider Shared 
Medical Funding plans by 
making them tax deductible 
under a Section 125 plan.

6.  Let’s make “functional 
medicine” that emphasizes 
diet and nutrition and sup-
plementation to stay well 
as the cornerstone of med-
icine we receive. This would 
reduce the need for hospi-
tal beds and high amounts 
of cancer treatment and 
treatment of heart disease 
and diabetes. It also would 
require our benefit plans 
cover much more diagnos-
tic testing and nutritional 
supplements customized 
to maximize health and 
disease avoidance.

The problems behind the 
high cost of healthcare for 
the American worker will not 
be solved without education 
of employers and disruption 
of the status quo. 

This seems to me to be 
one of the worthier causes 
for the new year. EBA

Jack Kwicien, an Employee Benefit Adviser columnist, is a managing partner at Daymark Advisors, a Baltimore consultancy. Suzy K. Johnson is president, owner and employee benefit specialist at Employee Benefit Advisors of the Carolinas.
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Edwige Ligondé has vivid memories of his 
mother coming home from work and telling 
stories of patients struggling to understand 
the healthcare system.

Ligondé’s mother worked as a family 
nurse practitioner and often told stories of 
patients who wouldn’t follow doctor’s rec-
ommendations because they didn’t under-
stand, or couldn’t afford, health insurance. He  
always wondered why there wasn’t anyone 
who could help these individuals navigate the 
system. 

“No one’s helping these people out with 
their healthcare needs,” says Ligondé, 
one of Employee Benefit Adviser’s 20 Ris-
ing Stars of 2019. “They aren’t taking the  
recommendations of their doctor just be-
cause they don’t understand their insurance 
plan. It was an anomaly to me.”

Although he didn’t realize it at the time, Li-
gondé, 33, would focus his career on helping 
employees do just that — navigate the con-
fusing world of health insurance. He is now 
vice president of employee benefits and tech-
nology at Nielsen Benefits Group in Westlake 
Village, California, where his core compe-
tency is health insurance. He has generated 
more than $1 million in new business revenue 
since he started there in 2017, after starting in 
the advising industry in 2009. 

He still thinks back to the stories he heard 
from his mother, which have shaped his view 
that the biggest issue in the group health in-
surance space is the lack of employee edu-
cation. Many workers don’t understand basic 

Helps Navigate  
The Healthcare 
System

By Caroline Hroncich

Ed Ligondé, one of our 20 
Rising Stars of 2019, used 
his own medical condition 
as inspiration to learn about 
healthcare — and improve 
employee benefits education 
along the way.

#EBArisingstars19   | Photo by Patrick Strattner 
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terms like co-pay or deductible, which 
can lead to bigger issues when they try to 
pick their plans, he says. 

“I realized this is the type of role where 
I can actually be impactful, in some of 
those areas I was talking about with my 
mom,” he says. “That was my ‘why’ for a 
long time. What can I do to help educate 
these people to understand their plans?” 

But the path to benefit advising wasn’t 
always so clear for Ligondé. A child of 
Haitian immigrants, he watched his fa-
ther and mother study for bachelor’s and 
master’s degrees while raising their fam-
ily, something they pushed Ligondé and 
his younger sister to emulate. 

After graduating from high school, 
Ligondé received a scholarship to play 
soccer at the University of California, Los 
Angeles. While on the team, he learned 
he was vitamin D deficient, a health is-
sue that caused brittle bones in his legs. 
To combat this, he had two titanium rods 
surgically implanted. Doctors recom-
mended he stop playing soccer. 

Although he initially struggled with the 
idea that he wouldn’t be able to play pro-
fessionally, it was a contact from soccer 
— and the rods in his legs — that eventu-
ally led him to benefit advising. 

After graduating from UCLA, Ligondé 
was working for financial services com-
pany Northwestern Mutual. He was con-
sidering a switch to medical device sales 
— an area that had been of interest to 
him since his surgery. 

One night at dinner, a friend from his 
days playing soccer suggested that if 
he was interested in medical devices, he 
should consider taking a job in the group 
health insurance space. Experience in 
business-to-business sales is a prerequi-
site for medical devices, he says. Ligon-
dé’s interest was piqued, and he accepted 
a role at Montage Insurance Solutions in 
2009, where he stayed for eight years. 

Ligondé has taken many of the lessons 

he learned growing up and applied them 
to his role as a benefit adviser. Today, he 
spends most of his time looking for inno-
vative ways to educate employees about 
benefits. He’s brought nutritionists to his 
client’s offices to teach workers about 
healthy eating; his latest seminar, titled 
“Eat Fat Lose Fat,” spotlights healthy fats. 

Ligondé also organizes themed bene-
fits fairs — a memorable one was Hawai-
ian theme, complete with leis and a photo 
booth. “They want something that’s a 
little bit different, a little bit more engag-
ing,” he says. 

He is also heavily focused on benefits 
and adviser technology. Cathy Baldwin, 
an account executive at Nielsen Benefits 
and a colleague of Ligondé, says he is 
“obsessed” with tech and is always look-
ing for new ways to develop personal-
ized tools for clients. “He just always tries 
to find something to make the client feel 
special, and he genuinely means it and 
cares,” she says.

Last year, Ligondé launched text mes-
sage campaigns that send benefit infor-
mation directly to worker’s cell phones 
ahead of open enrollment. It can be any-
thing from reminders to enroll in benefits 
to information on free offerings like tele-
medicine. 

The next step, he says, is giving control 
of the campaigns to HR, so they can use it 
to quickly communicate with employees 
about anything that might be going on in 
the office. “I thought it was an additional 
creative way to communicate with your 
employees. Text messages have a 98% 
open rate, whereas emails have a 6% 
open rate,” he says. 

Alyssa Valle, human resources gener-

alist at the visual effects studio FuseFx 
in Los Angeles, says Ligondé instituted 
a text message campaign and launched 
an employee benefits portal for the com-
pany last year. He also organized a health 
fair for the company and brought on new 
benefits including pet insurance, an em-
ployee assistance program and HR man-
agement software ADP. 

“He really goes the extra mile to give us 
more bang for our buck,” she adds.

This year, Ligondé says he’s looking 
to explore incorporating an AI chatbot 
into the customized employer benefit 
sites that Nielsen creates for employers. 
A chatbot, he says, could help employees 
get answers to their benefits questions 
more easily. 

“I look at artificial intelligence as a way 
to help leverage communication with ev-
erybody,” he says. “I think we can transi-
tion a lot of these tools into the health-
care world, to give them another outlet of 
communication.” 

Although Ligondé is continually  
thinking about ways to make benefits 
easier with technology, he also values 
spending time face to face with clients, 
colleagues say.

Valle remembers a time when he took 
a red eye flight to New York from Los An-
geles, arriving right before a three-hour 
open enrollment educational session with 
employees in FuseFX’s New York office. 
Immediately after the session was over, 
he rushed to the airport and flew back to 
Los Angeles, she says. 

Ligondé says he tries to visit all of his 
clients’ offices that have more than 25 
employees. If an office is separate from 
corporate headquarters, he makes sure 
employees don’t feel left behind with ben-
efits education. As a benefit adviser, it’s 
important to put oneself in the employees 
shoes, he adds. “It’s just having empathy,” 
he says. “If you have it, I think a lot of 
things can go well for you.” EBA

“I look at artificial intelligence 
as a way to help leverage 
communication with everybody,” 
he says.

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.

#EBArisingstars19
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Meredith 
Colbert
Title: Lead Consultant
Company: Alliant Insurance  
Services
Age: 34What is your boldest prediction for the 

benefits advisory industry?
We will see a strong shift to next-gener-
ation consultants. With current con-
sultants moving out of the market due 
to retirement, this will present a huge 
opportunity for younger professionals to 
move into an exciting field.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Commitment. Whether it is commitment 
to finding new benefit strategies, or 
commitment to securing the best overall 
cost structure for a client’s renewal, it is 
important for an adviser to stay focused 
on the goal. One more key skill is using 
the tools that are right at your finger-
tips. For example, I use social media to 
make introductions to employers, and 
in doing so I grew my book of business 
dramatically. It’s a new twist on cold 
calling.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
We will continue to see a major shift in 
plan design to help accommodate and 
ease the burden of growing student loan 
debt. I also see legislation and solutions 
being brought to the table for the gig 
economy (i.e. Uber, Lyft).

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
There are three key skills: You have to  
bring new ideas to the table and have 
the courage to implement them. You 
must be able to effectively communi-
cate in easy-to-understand terms. Last, 
but most important, hear, don’t listen — 
truly grasp what your client is saying. 

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Employers are beginning to trade com-
fort for results, which means everything 
is on the table: networks, wellness, fund-
ing arrangements, etc.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
It’s hard to boil down to one because 
there is no silver bullet, so I have two: 
business acumen and toughness.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Private insurance networks will create 
a positive disruption. They will provide 
members alternative solutions to stan-
dard healthcare arrangements. As CMS 
clarifies healthcare transparency rules, 
more hospitals/providers will engage in 
price wars, driving the price down. Also, 
reference-based payment structures will 
pick up momentum, changing the way 
members purchase prescriptions.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Curiosity and grit. To be successful in 
this industry, you have to have a thirst 
for knowledge. Even more important, you 
need to have grit.

What is your boldest prediction for  
the benefits advisory industry?
I’m hopeful that we’ll see a significant 
uptick in preventive care utilization, 
thanks to recent employer focus on 
actionable data, improved health literacy 
and a shift from biometric screenings to 
onsite preventive care visits. Really smart 
employers are also introducing preven-
tive care time-off policies.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
A refusal to be complacent. The willing-
ness to challenge the status quo paves 
the way to successful client experiences.

Michael Clark
Title: Employee Benefits Consultant 
Company: Oswald Companies
Age: 27

Christopher 
Caldari
Title: Employee Benefits Consultant  
Company: Corporate Synergies
Age: 26

Joe DeBello
Title: Retirement Plan Consultant  
Company: Chepenik Financial
Age: 32

Ben Conner
Title: CEO  
Company: Conner Insurance
Age: 34

Nick Hendricks
Title: Consultant
Company: The Benefit Company
Age: 31

METHODOLOGY 
 

THE 2019 CLASS OF 20 RISING STARS 
WAS SELECTED BY THE EDITORS 

FROM READER NOMINATIONS THAT 
HIGHLIGHTED PROFESSIONAL TRACK 
RECORDS, SERVICE TO THE INDUSTRY 

AND RELATED FACTORS.
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Meredith 
Colbert
Title: Lead Consultant
Company: Alliant Insurance  
Services
Age: 34

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
We will continue to see a major shift in 
plan design to help accommodate and 
ease the burden of growing student loan 
debt. I also see legislation and solutions 
being brought to the table for the gig 
economy (i.e. Uber, Lyft).

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
There are three key skills: You have to  
bring new ideas to the table and have 
the courage to implement them. You 
must be able to effectively communi-
cate in easy-to-understand terms. Last, 
but most important, hear, don’t listen — 
truly grasp what your client is saying. 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
It’s hard to boil down to one because 
there is no silver bullet, so I have two: 
business acumen and toughness.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
U.S. advisers will lose clients/prospects 
because they don’t have the necessary 
relationships with a next generation 
adviser in Canada. 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
“Seek first to understand. Then be 
understood.” — Stephen Covey. “The 
future belongs to those who can hear 
it coming.” — David Bowie. Embodying 
these, you will find the right innovation 
for the right client at the right time.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
I have two. First, in the next five years, 
worksite benefits will be disrupted by 
billing facilitators who will connect with 
payroll departments that do not want 
to deduct employee benefits.  Second, 
voluntary benefits will look different five 
years from now. Beside DI and life insur-
ance, we will see an umbrella ancillary 
plan that covers cancer, CI, HI and ac-
cident, instead of four different options.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Adaptability and passion. If you cannot 
adapt, you die in this market; and if you 
don’t have passion, you will burn out.

What is your boldest prediction for  
the benefits advisory industry?
I’m hopeful that we’ll see a significant 
uptick in preventive care utilization, 
thanks to recent employer focus on 
actionable data, improved health literacy 
and a shift from biometric screenings to 
onsite preventive care visits. Really smart 
employers are also introducing preven-
tive care time-off policies.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
A refusal to be complacent. The willing-
ness to challenge the status quo paves 
the way to successful client experiences.

Joe DeBello
Title: Retirement Plan Consultant  
Company: Chepenik Financial
Age: 32

Ben Conner
Title: CEO  
Company: Conner Insurance
Age: 34

Matthew 
Hansell
Title: VP of Sales  
Company: Cross Border Benefits, 
a division of BHH Benefits
Age: 29

Michael Hart
Title: National Brokerage Director
Company: American Fidelity
Age: 35

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
The fee for service reimbursement 
model will be completely replaced by a 
narrow network capitation fee coupled 
with incentives for improved outcomes.  
Close behind the change in reimburse-
ments will be discounts and networks 
as we know them today. Regulatory 
change will create a paradigm shift in 
how large networks leverage pharmacy 
profits, and insurance carriers will seek 
other ways to monetize their busi-
ness. The U.S. will have fewer than 200 
independent, privately held employee 
benefit advisory firms of $5M or greater 

by 2025, and these nimble firms will 
enjoy organic growth far superior to 
industry norms.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Confidence — the willingness to boldly 
create raving fan clients by charting a 
unique course, losing any fear of bring-
ing up new ideas to CFOs, CEOs or 
other senior HR leaders. True alignment 
with a client’s best interest will support a 
willingness of existing clients to serve as 
a reference to prospective clients. Want 
a confidence builder? Be utterly open 
with clients; consistently educate them.

Nick Hendricks
Title: Consultant
Company: The Benefit Company
Age: 31

#EBArisingstars19
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What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
As healthcare continues to be the 
forefront of employee benefits, Health 
Savings Accounts will become more 
advantageous for both employers and 
employees. The industry will take on 
a more holistic approach to benefits, 
and we should expect to see employ-
ers redefining their benefits around the 
demographics of their organization.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Communication and continued edu-
cation. It’s important to keep up with 
industry regulations and opportunities 
and keep our clients informed.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
There is a greater search for several 
streamlined options with healthcare — 
single payer system, multiple employer 
plans, associations or the like. The idea 
behind it is to band together and lower   
healthcare spending. I see the industry 
becoming much more streamlined.
 
What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
There are three skills and traits that 
I find to be effective: the hunger for 
learning and being innovative, empathy 
and the simple act of listening.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Employers will seek out alternatives to 
the broad solutions we see today with 
partners who focus on value-based 
care. From managing chronic conditions 
and specialized pharmacy solutions to 
personalized voluntary benefit pro-
grams, employers will have more part-
ners at the table than ever before. 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
They have to be a lifelong learner. The 
industry is constantly changing, whether 
it’s new players in the chronic disease 
management space or the ever-chang-
ing laws, regulations and compliance 
concerns that apply, or don’t apply. 

Amy Kinsman
Title: Retirement Plan Consultant  
Company: Cafaro Greenleaf
Age: 28

Edwige Ligondé
Title: Vice President, Employee 
Benefits and Technology 
Company: Nielsen Benefits Group 
Age: 33

Jessica McCool
Title: Consultant
Company: NFP
Age: 29

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
An industry mostly dominated by Gener-
ation X and baby boomers will continue 
to attract younger and more tech-savvy 
advisers as the workplace tips over to a 
50% millennial workforce in 2020. Indus-
try specialists will thrive as benefit gen-
eralists, those jack-of-all-trades kind of 
advisers, will begin to fade. The partner-
ship between technology specialists and 
industry specific benefit advisers will 
be essential to ushering in a new wave 
of innovative technologies streamlin-
ing benefits education, enrollment and 
utilization to the ever-growing diverse 
and remote workforce.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
I think the key skill to possess to thrive 
in our field is the ability to adapt and 
be ahead of the curve for our clients. 
We run our business with the motto of 
“Get comfortable with being uncomfort-
able.” It’s extremely easy to continue 
to do things the way they’ve always 
been done. However, who is that good 
for? Keeping ourselves, and in turn our 
clients, updated with the latest industry 
trends and assistive technologies allows 
us to keep our edge and ensure long-
lasting client relationships.

Joseph McGinty
Title: Founder and President
Company: Ideal Benefits Group
Age: 32

#EBArisingstars19
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EMPLOYEES LEAVE BITS
AND BYTES OF THEIR
IDENTITY EVERYWHERE.
With Identity Guard,® we help 
keep it out of the wrong hands.

Their healthcare is covered. Their vacation and work-life balance  

taken care of as well. But what about their identity? If an employee

loses that, no benefits package will help. With Identity Guard

featuring IBM® Watson®, you can offer the benefit of peace of mind.  

And we support you from sale to implementation, making for an

invaluable service that’s as easy for you to sell as it is for

HR and benefits managers to deploy. IBM® Watson® artificial

intelligence delivers the future of identity protection, today.

Together, we deliver advanced, you-friendly identity protection.
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 Dark web monitoring

 $1 million identity theft insurance

 Malware and ransomware alerts

 Cyberbullying alerts for families

Get started today at 
identityguardbusiness.com 
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What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
As the push for a governmental based 
healthcare system increases, companies 
will shift their focus to voluntary benefit 
plans to remain competitive in employ-
ee recruitment.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Empathy.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Healthcare advancements will continue 
to change our industry

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
A sense of urgency and a desire to learn.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Mergers and acquisitions/broker consol-
idation will continue into the near future;  
so will streamlining and effectiveness 
of cost-containment strategies in the 
employee benefits space. Regulatory 
uncertainty, new entrants to the market, 
increasing customer expectations and 
the gig economy will remain constant in 
the coming years. 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Partnership. A partnership is a symbiotic 
relationship where I complement the 
strengths of my brokers and clients to 
provide solutions and resources to fill 
the void when weaknesses are exposed.

James 
McMillan
Title: Voluntary Benefits Producer 
Company: BHC Insurance
Age: 32

Marcos Morales
Title: Area Vice President 
Company: Arthur J. Gallagher
Age: 34

Megan Runci
Title: Senior Sales Consultant
Company: Hodges-Mace
Age: 29

What is your boldest prediction for 
the benefits advisory industry?
It’s common for salespeople to 
be talkers — often just dumping 
information and data on a client 
or prospect. Thriving as an adviser 
requires listening to them with the 
utmost vigilant care and attention 
to detail. One of the most important 
things I was told by the head of my 
department when I came to Gregory 
& Appel was that “you have two ears 
and one mouth for a reason: you 
should listen twice as much as you 
speak.” That was such sound advice. 

What is the key skill to possess to 

thrive as a benefits adviser?
Leaders in the industry can attract 
talent with everything that high per-
formers want: flexibility, a positive 
culture, responsiveness, generous 
benefits, technology that works well. 
However, I do think the industry of-
ten misses the mark on the concept 
of apprenticeship.  Working in this 
field requires knowledge and skills 
that are often best learned through 
tacit experience, and not the kind 
you can get from standard sales 
training. Attracting talent is hugely 
important, but without the cultiva-
tion of that talent, even the best 
hires won’t stick around for long.

Danielle Schweiger
Title: Benefits Consultant and Producer
Company: Gregory & Appel Insurance
Age: 30

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Organizations will use a single provider 
for their retirement plan, Health Sav-
ings Accounts (HSA), and student loan 
benefit solution (including state 529 
plan access). Momentum has already 
started the industry in this direction. 
The initial momentum coupled with the 
need for 401(k)-style investment line-ups 
will drive a single, integrated approach 
that makes sense for organizations and 
employees.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Curiosity. Genuine curiosity drives a 
willingness to listen, learn and create 
innovative approaches and solutions. 
More importantly, a curious benefits ad-
viser listens to what organizations and 
employees need, anticipates needs and 
responds accordingly.

Scott Sherman
Title: Area Vice President,  
Retirement Plan Consulting  
Company: Gallagher
Age: 33
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What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Mergers and acquisitions/broker consol-
idation will continue into the near future;  
so will streamlining and effectiveness 
of cost-containment strategies in the 
employee benefits space. Regulatory 
uncertainty, new entrants to the market, 
increasing customer expectations and 
the gig economy will remain constant in 
the coming years. 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Partnership. A partnership is a symbiotic 
relationship where I complement the 
strengths of my brokers and clients to 
provide solutions and resources to fill 
the void when weaknesses are exposed.

Megan Runci
Title: Senior Sales Consultant
Company: Hodges-Mace
Age: 29

thrive as a benefits adviser?
Leaders in the industry can attract 
talent with everything that high per-
formers want: flexibility, a positive 
culture, responsiveness, generous 
benefits, technology that works well. 
However, I do think the industry of-
ten misses the mark on the concept 
of apprenticeship.  Working in this 
field requires knowledge and skills 
that are often best learned through 
tacit experience, and not the kind 
you can get from standard sales 
training. Attracting talent is hugely 
important, but without the cultiva-
tion of that talent, even the best 
hires won’t stick around for long.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
Organizations will use a single provider 
for their retirement plan, Health Sav-
ings Accounts (HSA), and student loan 
benefit solution (including state 529 
plan access). Momentum has already 
started the industry in this direction. 
The initial momentum coupled with the 
need for 401(k)-style investment line-ups 
will drive a single, integrated approach 
that makes sense for organizations and 
employees.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Curiosity. Genuine curiosity drives a 
willingness to listen, learn and create 
innovative approaches and solutions. 
More importantly, a curious benefits ad-
viser listens to what organizations and 
employees need, anticipates needs and 
responds accordingly.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
There will be a dramatic shift in focus 
from technical benefits plan design and 
strategy to the actual communication 
to employee populations. Today, 95% of 
strategy meetings focus on the minutia 
of plan design, and then in the last five 
minutes someone says, “Oh yeah, we 
have to tell our employees about this; I 
guess we’ll send an email blast.” 

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Empathy. If you do not take the time to 
understand what our clients are facing, 
then you cannot effectively advise them.

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
The industry will continue to thrive as 
the problems that plague the system  
will become even murkier before they 
get better. As advisers insert themselves 
at the intersection of payor relations 
and supply chain management, provid-
ers of healthcare will become more 
and more aware of our impact on the 
healthcare industry in everything from 
plan design to reimbursement.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Extreme adaptation and the vision to 
make it happen are the keys to thriving 
in the industry. 

Scott Sherman
Title: Area Vice President,  
Retirement Plan Consulting  
Company: Gallagher
Age: 33

Dane 
Thorwaldson
Title: Total Rewards Consultant  
Company: Gallagher
Age: 33

Derek Winn
Title: Director
Company: Business Benefits Group
Age: 35

What is your boldest prediction for the 
benefits advisory industry?
The increased adoption of user-friendly 
Smart Benefit Technology and transpar-
ency into outcome-based healthcare 
access will eliminate the need for large 
provider networks by 2030.

What is the key skill to possess to thrive 
as a benefits adviser?
Grit.  It takes courage and resolve to 
make your way through the “Wild West” 
of post-ACA landscape.

Chris Wolpert
Title: Founder
Company: Group Benefit Solutions
Age: 35

#EBArisingstars19
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By Bruce Shutan

for solutions around banking, taxes and 
compliance for cannabis entrepreneurs.

Banking is the operative word. 
Without it, these businesses will be 
hard-pressed to offer much of a benefits 
package to attract and retain talent, 
not to mention an uphill climb in other 
areas. As founder and CEO of Wurk, Pe-
terson applied years of experience with 
human capital management software to 
help guide this burgeoning industry.

His Denver-based firm has field reps 
in Indiana, California and Arizona, as 
well as clients in every regulated market 
in the U.S. that hope to thrive in the face 
of uncertain regulatory environments. 
An expansion into Canada where rec-
reational use of marijuana was recently 
legalized is also being considered.

Marijuana is legal in some form 
across 31 states and the District of 
Columbia, which shows just how large 
the industry has grown. While most of 
those states have approved limited use 
of medical marijuana, about one-third 
of them have passed laws allowing for 
recreational use of the drug. They in-
clude Alaska, California, Colorado, D.C., 
Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, Oregon, 
Vermont and Washington. Others, 
including Louisiana and West Virginia, 
have legalized only cannabis-infused 
products such as oils or pills. Final rules 
are still pending in states where medical 
marijuana laws were recently passed.

Cutting through red tape
Since many cannabis operators don’t 
have a dedicated HR executive or 
compliance officer, they’re in need of 
a trusted partner to provide a myriad 
of workforce management solutions, 
Smyth says. These areas include HR, 
benefits and payroll, as well as ensuring 
compliance with state laws and taxes.

Under the Internal Revenue Code, the 
cost of goods related to selling canna-
bis or other drugs that are illegal at the 
federal level isn’t deductible. As a result, 

Cash-rich marijuana business brings 
unexpected tests for benefits, HR
Cannabis workers have some specific benefits needs — from dealing with THC exposure 
to a greater desire for homeopathic meds and yoga.

After working in the cannabis industry 
for five years, Heather Smyth knows 
firsthand the pitfalls of operating in a 
cash business. She recalls how a former 
employer was paid by clients in money 
orders, Visa gift cards or cash.

Now as director of marketing at 
Wurk, a workforce management compa-

ny that serves the U.S. cannabis industry, 
Smyth empathizes with the employee 
populations she helps guide.

Although sanctioned at the state 
level throughout much of the nation, the 
sale of marijuana still violates federal 
law. As a result, there are numerous 
challenges to overcome from an HR and 

benefits standpoint.
In 2015 Keegan Peterson made a 

gutsy move to serve an industry that 
mainstream payroll providers had 
snubbed or abandoned because the 
sale of cannabis complicates financial 
transactions. A friend on the frontline of 
this activity revealed to him a dire need PH
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By Bruce Shutan

for solutions around banking, taxes and 
compliance for cannabis entrepreneurs.

Banking is the operative word. 
Without it, these businesses will be 
hard-pressed to offer much of a benefits 
package to attract and retain talent, 
not to mention an uphill climb in other 
areas. As founder and CEO of Wurk, Pe-
terson applied years of experience with 
human capital management software to 
help guide this burgeoning industry.

His Denver-based firm has field reps 
in Indiana, California and Arizona, as 
well as clients in every regulated market 
in the U.S. that hope to thrive in the face 
of uncertain regulatory environments. 
An expansion into Canada where rec-
reational use of marijuana was recently 
legalized is also being considered.

Marijuana is legal in some form 
across 31 states and the District of 
Columbia, which shows just how large 
the industry has grown. While most of 
those states have approved limited use 
of medical marijuana, about one-third 
of them have passed laws allowing for 
recreational use of the drug. They in-
clude Alaska, California, Colorado, D.C., 
Maine, Massachusetts, Nevada, Oregon, 
Vermont and Washington. Others, 
including Louisiana and West Virginia, 
have legalized only cannabis-infused 
products such as oils or pills. Final rules 
are still pending in states where medical 
marijuana laws were recently passed.

Cutting through red tape
Since many cannabis operators don’t 
have a dedicated HR executive or 
compliance officer, they’re in need of 
a trusted partner to provide a myriad 
of workforce management solutions, 
Smyth says. These areas include HR, 
benefits and payroll, as well as ensuring 
compliance with state laws and taxes.

Under the Internal Revenue Code, the 
cost of goods related to selling canna-
bis or other drugs that are illegal at the 
federal level isn’t deductible. As a result, 

Wurk’s clientele ends up “paying six to 
seven times more than their neighbor 
in taxes,” Smyth says, describing the ar-
rangement as archaic.

However, there are ways around this 
obstacle. For example, she notes that 
business owners can deduct expenses 
associated with a bud tender rolling 
marijuana joints in the back of a house 
vs. actually selling them.

While national or mainstream banks 
have chosen not to become involved in 
this industry, Smyth explains that credit 
unions and state chartered banks have 
stepped up to support compliant busi-
nesses with a cannabis license.

The vetting process to land a bank 

account is a stringent for cannabis 
operators, most of whom run cash 
businesses — a dangerous gamble that 
can place employees in harm’s way. 
Wurk has a number of clients that are 
unbanked, but they’re still able to track 
employees’ time and consent to cash 
compensation with attendance and 
payroll systems that establish a paper 
trail for government audits.

Other banking avenues for cannabis 
entrepreneurs include going through a 
holding company, which involve sub-
stantial fees, or dealing with a bank on 
a don’t-ask-don’t-tell basis, according 
to Kirk Miller, vice president of risk man-
agement/cannabis services at Emergent 
Risk Insurance Services, a San Francisco 
brokerage that’s targeted the cannabis 
industry for nearly two years.

While it’s not illegal for banks to ac-
cept cannabis money, he says the real 
issue is an unwillingness to devote con-
siderable time and resources to filling out 
a mountain of paperwork to comply with 
the law. They also may be fearful of the 
federal government’s power, he adds.

Whatever the financial arrangement is 
with these businesses, technology cer-
tainly plays a huge role in helping assess 
HR and business strategies. For exam-
ple, Smyth says cannabis businesses can 
benefit from software whose data and 
analytics offer insights into where and 
why operations are losing money or not 
properly managing talent.

Acupuncture, yoga
Wurk’s so-called plant touching clients 
employ primarily hourly workers within 
cannabis cultivation, extractions and 
infusions. For these workforces, ben-
efits usually include basic medical and 
dental plans, whereas a wider variety of 
choices are typically offered at busi-
nesses focused on technology, insurance 
or legal aspects of the cannabis industry 
that aren’t involved in plant touching.

A cannabis workforce tends to value 
access to more than the traditional 
healthcare arena provides, notes Mi-
gnon Strong, vice president of employee 
benefits for Emergent. That includes 
Eastern medicine or homeopathic 
options including acupuncture, yoga, 
massage therapy and meditation, as 
well as discussing with their doctor the 
use of cannabis treatment for anxiety or 
physical conditions.

Mindful of the high energy and 
individualism that drive cannabis busi-
nesses, Wurk launched a website in 
August that features creative and edgy 
aesthetics teeming with icons and white 
space. Sponge, a design and brand-
ing agency, used cannabis imagery 
as subtle textures, vibrant colors and 
different graphic treatments to mark the 
individuality of various entrepreneurs.

The website’s visual treatment, mes-
saging and gestalt reflect Wurk’s mis-
sion to help the pioneers in this space 
“avoid pitfalls and focus on their creativ-
ity,” according to Paul Brourman, the 
firm’s founder and chief creative officer.

The scalable platforms serves as a 

Cash-rich marijuana business brings 
unexpected tests for benefits, HR
Cannabis workers have some specific benefits needs — from dealing with THC exposure 
to a greater desire for homeopathic meds and yoga.

benefits standpoint.
In 2015 Keegan Peterson made a 

gutsy move to serve an industry that 
mainstream payroll providers had 
snubbed or abandoned because the 
sale of cannabis complicates financial 
transactions. A friend on the frontline of 
this activity revealed to him a dire need PH
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“There’s a need for the services 
and sophistication that we are 
bringing to this still stigmatized 
industry.”
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single portal for all communication and 
transactional needs that Smyth says 
business owners and their employees 
will find easy to navigate. They also 
have access to the EnjoyWurk Spotify 
account whose playlists are specially 
designed for cannabis operators.

With access to a central place 
for anything from benefit elections 
and onboarding to payroll deduc-
tions, cannabis companies are able 
to elevate employee self-service and 
streamline HR processes, Strong says.
Like coal mining, trucking or construc-
tion, cultivating cannabis comes with its 
share of hazards. Since most cannabis 
employees have THC in their bodies, the 
chemical compound in cannabis that 
produces a euphoric high, Miller believes 

there’s a practical need to adjust drug 
policies. “A lot of companies in this 
space say, ‘We don’t care what you do 
after work, but don’t get high before you 
come to work,’ ” he says.

Otherwise, there could be concerns 
about risks associated with job per-
formance or accidents. A related issue 
involves whether employers must ac-
commodate those who use marijuana to 
treat glaucoma, pain or other issues.

Unlike most insurance carriers serving 
cannabis businesses, which are trans-
actional in nature, he says Emergent 
prides itself on a holistic risk manage-
ment approach that boasts a 100% 
closing ratio. “There’s a need for the 
services and sophistication that we are 
bringing to this still stigmatized indus-

try,” he says.
If and when the federal prohibition of 

cannabis ends, however, Miller predicts 
mainstream brokerages will happily troll 
for a new crop of battle-scarred clients. 
“The Marshes and Aon’s are sharpening 
their swords right now,” he quips, not-
ing a report estimating cannabis value 
at more than $80 billion in the U.S. by 
2025.

For the nation’s cannabis entrepre-
neurs, a key objective is maintaining 
one’s composure on shaky federal 
ground. By handling HR and benefit 
strategies for cannabis clients that face 
steep compliance hurdles, Smyth says 
Wurk ensures that “they can spend their 
time focusing on what really matters” in 
their businesses. EBA 

Bruce Shutan, an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer, is based in Los Angeles.
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The missing link in helping 
employees save for retirement

By Spencer Williams

Without a cost-effective way to transfer 401(k)s, participants are 
more likely to strand their accounts — or cash out their savings.

Re:Invent | Retirement

When auto-enrollment was widely adopted 
under the Pension Protection Act of 2006, 
it was a well-intentioned idea for helping 
Americans save more for retirement.

But in this case, what seemed like the 
perfect recipe for increasing retirement sav-
ings for hardworking Americans was missing 
a key ingredient.

Auto-enrollment enabled sponsors to 
automatically sign up new employees to 
participate in their defined contribution 
plans. However, auto-enrollment on its own 
doesn’t address the lack of seamless plan-to-
plan asset portability in the U.S. retirement 
system. As a result, participation in defined 
contribution plans soared, but the high mo-
bility of the modern American workforce led 
plan sponsors to experience a surge in small, 
stranded accounts.

Sponsors automatically enrolled new 
employees, but when the employees left, the 
time-consuming, complex and expensive 
nature of retirement-savings portability from 
one plan to another caused many to choose 
the easiest option — simply leave their 401(k) 
accounts behind in their now-former employ-
ers’ plans. Others simply cashed out.

The Employee Benefit Research Institute 
announced that, at year-end 2016, 41% of 
the plan participants in the EBRI/Investment 
Company Institute 401(k) database had 401(k) 
account balances which were below $10,000. 
This was the database’s highest percentage 
of participants with under-$10,000 balances 
since year-end 2008.

Also, the EBRI/ICI 401(k) database and 
the Department of Labor’s Private Pension 
database revealed that active-participant 
accounts with below $15,000 increased from 
23.5 million in 2005 to 31.6 million in 2015 — 
a 34.5% jump representing an increase, on 
average, of 735,841 small accounts per year 
during that decade.

The problem with auto-enrollment was 
that it was missing something to end the 
friction in the retirement system which 
causes so many participants to avoid con-
solidating their retirement savings into ac-
counts in their current-employer plans when 
they change jobs. 

Without an efficient, cost-effective way 
to transfer 401(k) account balances from 
plan to plan, participants are more likely 
to strand their accounts, or choose a much 
worse alternative —prematurely cash out 

their 401(k) savings.
Auto-portability — the 

routine, standardized and 
automated movement of a 
retirement plan participant’s 
401(k) savings account from 
their former employer’s plan 
to an active account in their 
current employer’s plan — is 
designed to plug holes in 
the retirement system which 
undermine auto-enrollment, 
enabling the latter to truly 
fulfill its purpose. 

National adoption
EBRI estimates that the 
national adoption of auto 
portability would preserve up to 
$1.5 trillion, measured in today’s 
dollars, in the U.S. retirement 
system — the result of signifi-
cant reductions in cash-outs, 
small accounts, and missing 
participants. In other words, 
as I see it, auto-portability is 
like bacon — it’s the ingredient 
that makes auto-enrollment, 
and the U.S. retirement system 
as a whole, better.

Auto-portability has been 
live for over a year. In July 2017, 
Retirement Clearinghouse com-
pleted, on behalf of a large plan 
sponsor in the health services 
industry, the very first fully au-
tomated, end-to-end transfer of 
retirement savings from a safe 
harbor IRA into a participant’s 
active 401(k) account.

Much work remains to 
be done, but any solution 
for helping plan sponsors 
and participants improve 
retirement outcomes should 
include auto-portability. EBA

Spencer Williams is CEO of Retirement Clearinghouse.

Spencer Williams, CEO, 
Retirement Clearinghouse
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What clients need to know: 
Bonuses workers really want

When every day is bring-
your-kid-to-work day

By Kayla Webster

By Caroline Hroncich

Extra pay is still a popular method for rewarding workers for 
performance, but employees are looking for other rewards. 

A startup allows parents to bring their newborns into the 
office as part of its paid parental leave policy.

Strategies

Employees who receive bonuses can rejoice 
— the practice of giving them out is safe for 
the coming year.

Around 83% of bonus-eligible profession-
als said they anticipate receiving a bonus 
this year, according to data collected by HR 
consulting giant Korn Ferry. The firm sur-
veyed 100,000 professionals and executives 
across virtually every industry on the state of 
bonuses at their jobs.

Over the last couple of years, I’ve heard 
senior executives say they’re willing to pay 
for performance if they get that perfor-
mance,” says Tom McMullen, senior partner 
at Korn Ferry. “I think that mindset still pre-
vails because it’s the most direct way to pay 

for performance.”
An overwhelming percentage of em-

ployees (90%) said their bonus depends on 
company performance. Employees were also 
optimistic about their earnings this year: 51% 
said they expected their bonus check to be 
bigger than the previous year.

While 71% of employees said their bo-
nuses are given in cash, 21% report stock and 
8% say 401(k) or other employer-provided 
defined contribution. But company bonuses 
can go even further, Korn Ferry says.

Retention Tools
When asked about other ways they’d like 

to receive a bonus besides cash, stock or 

401(k), employees’ top answer 
(cited by 30% of workers sur-
veyed) was a paid-for vaca-
tion. Flex time and additional 
time off came in at 20% and 
18%, respectively. McMullen 
says workers wanting more 
time off is great news for 
employers because the reward 
isn’t too difficult to accom-
modate.

McMullen says employers 
may be surprised to learn 
professional development 
opportunities also ranked 
high on the list of desired 
employee rewards. Roughly 
21% of employees said they’d 
like more international as-
signments, and 11% said 
they’d like to be able to take 
sabbaticals. International 
assignments give employees 
the opportunity to expand 
their professional network 
and experience, something 
McMullen says is highly desir-
able in the business world.

“We find career develop-
ment opportunities are the 
reason people either stay or 
leave a company,” McMullen 
says. “It tends to be among 
the most important retention 
tools.”

While the term sabbatical 
is more familiar in an aca-
demic setting, around 10% to 
15% of companies use it as 
a retention tool, according 
to McMullen. Whether your or-
ganization doles out cash or 
extended holidays, employees 
can be confident the practice 
isn’t going out of style. EBA
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Kayla Webster is an associate editor of Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @KaylaAnnWebster. Caroline Hroncich as an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.

When college graduate Hanna Arntz 
first interviewed for a job at Canopy, the 
recruiter asked her about her long-term 
career goals. Arntz wasn’t sure about 
what she wanted, but she knew one 
thing: She wanted to be a mom.

Arntz learned that Canopy, a Utah-
based startup that develops practice 
management software, was develop-
ing benefits for pregnant and working 
mothers. Arntz was interested and ac-
cepted the position in 2017. She is now 
a talent acquisition manager, a role 
that allowed her to witness the com-
pany’s development of family-friendly 
benefits firsthand.

“We had a lot of focus groups for 
parents within Canopy to understand 

Strategies
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When every day is bring-
your-kid-to-work day

By Caroline Hroncich

A startup allows parents to bring their newborns into the 
office as part of its paid parental leave policy.

Strategies

401(k), employees’ top answer 
(cited by 30% of workers sur-
veyed) was a paid-for vaca-
tion. Flex time and additional 
time off came in at 20% and 
18%, respectively. McMullen 
says workers wanting more 
time off is great news for 
employers because the reward 
isn’t too difficult to accom-
modate.

McMullen says employers 
may be surprised to learn 
professional development 
opportunities also ranked 
high on the list of desired 
employee rewards. Roughly 
21% of employees said they’d 
like more international as-
signments, and 11% said 
they’d like to be able to take 
sabbaticals. International 
assignments give employees 
the opportunity to expand 
their professional network 
and experience, something 
McMullen says is highly desir-
able in the business world.

“We find career develop-
ment opportunities are the 
reason people either stay or 
leave a company,” McMullen 
says. “It tends to be among 
the most important retention 
tools.”

While the term sabbatical 
is more familiar in an aca-
demic setting, around 10% to 
15% of companies use it as 
a retention tool, according 
to McMullen. Whether your or-
ganization doles out cash or 
extended holidays, employees 
can be confident the practice 
isn’t going out of style. EBA
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Kayla Webster is an associate editor of Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @KaylaAnnWebster. Caroline Hroncich as an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.

When college graduate Hanna Arntz 
first interviewed for a job at Canopy, the 
recruiter asked her about her long-term 
career goals. Arntz wasn’t sure about 
what she wanted, but she knew one 
thing: She wanted to be a mom.

Arntz learned that Canopy, a Utah-
based startup that develops practice 
management software, was develop-
ing benefits for pregnant and working 
mothers. Arntz was interested and ac-
cepted the position in 2017. She is now 
a talent acquisition manager, a role 
that allowed her to witness the com-
pany’s development of family-friendly 
benefits firsthand.

“We had a lot of focus groups for 
parents within Canopy to understand 

what parents need in the workforce 
and how to retain them, particularly 
mothers,” she says.

Canopy now offers 10 weeks of 
maternity leave, plus a two-week ramp 
period where parents can work part-time 
to readjust. The company also offers two 
weeks of paternity leave. Plus, Canopy 
has an unusual offering: It allows parents 
to bring their newborns to work every 
day until they are about 6-months-old.

Canopy CEO Kurt Avarell says many 
of the employees on the more than 
300-person team have children, and 
there is a level of understanding when 
new parents bring their little ones to 
work. The company also welcomes 
older children into their office from 

time to time.
“Pretty much any day is a bring-

your-kid-to-work day,” he says. “It’s 
pretty typical to have kids in the office.”

Arntz gave birth to her son, Jude, 
seven months ago. After taking mater-
nity leave, she returned to the office 
with her newborn.

“I was worried he was going to be 
crying in meetings,” she says. “There 
was so much anxiety around that.”

Since she has returned to work, 
though, colleagues have not treated 
her any differently, she says. Balanc-
ing her work with taking care of her 
son can be tough, she admits, but the 
company has been supportive.

Employers like Canopy recognize the 

value of adding family-friendly benefits 
with many beefing up paid parental 
leave, breast milk shipping and free 
babysitting services. Dozens of com-
panies including Bristol-Myers Squibb, 
CVS Health, Dollar General, Eataly and 
General Mills made changes to their paid 
parental leave benefits in 2018. Mean-
while, Home Depot, Trip Adviser, Vox 
Media and Pinterest added breast milk 
shipping benefits, and Starbucks began 
offering subsidized child care.

Besides maternity and paternity 
leave benefits, Canopy has a flex-
ible paid time off policy that allows 
new parents to work from home. The 
company also has separate mothers’ 
and fathers’ rooms in the office, and 
provides new parents with a gift.

Avarell says offering family-focused 
benefits is a good way to retain employ-
ees because it shows workers that they 
are supported at home and in the office. 
It’s a part of Canopy’s culture that he 
hopes to maintain long-term. EBA

Strategies

“It’s pretty typical to have kids 
in the office,” Canopy CEO Kurt 
Avarell says.
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Reporting harassment via 
blockchain technology

Paycor adds relationship 
management software for brokers

By Caroline Hroncich

By Caroline HroncichVault seeks to move from “anonymity to accountability” in 
workplace misconduct.

The payroll software company provides advisers’ data to help them better understand 
how their clients are using the technology

Technology

A new app wants employees to go on the 
record when reporting office misconduct.

Vault Platform, which is launching in the 
U.S. in March, provides employees with a way 
to document and report sexual harassment in 
the workplace by using their smartphone. The 
app uses blockchain technology to provide 
a safe space or a “vault” allowing workers to 
write reports of harassment and store any 
evidence, says Neta Meidav, CEO of Vault 
Platform. 

The vault itself is private, she says, but at 
any time workers can use the app to send 
that information directly to HR.

“Think about this like a digital diary or 
journal that you may have,” Meidav says. “If 
you’ve experienced sexual harassment you 

can create a safe record of what happened to 
you and lock it in. That’s your private vault.”

If workers decide to report harassment 
directly to their HR department they have two 
options, they can elect to individually report 
or they can choose to go together, Meidav 
says. By using go together, the platform will 
search for other complaints about the same 
individual. If others exist, then the reports will 
all be sent to HR together. If not, then it will 
be held until another employee reports that 
person.

“The technology will identify if there has 
been past or present complaints about this 
person as well,” she says. “Your claim will go 
to HR with other people who have reported in 
the past.”

Paycor now has a new tool to help 
brokers better understand how employ-
ers are using its HR software and payroll 
services.

The company on Tuesday added a 
dedicated relationship management 
feature for brokers to its partner loyalty 
program. Its new tool is an addition to 
the HR payroll software provider’s broker 
care service, which it launched in 2016 as 
a way to help advisers streamline their 
client relationships.

Catherine Dunwoodie, leader of client 
success at Paycor, says the company 
wanted to develop a way to reward its 
most active brokers. Paycor’s new tool 
for client management helps brokers 

Vault Platform, which is 
currently engaged in a pilot 
program, is joining an ever 
growing number tech tools 
that claim to help employees 
more confidently report sexual 
harassment. Services like 
AllVoices, Bravely, Callisto and 
AI-enabled chatbot Spot, have 
all garnered media attention 
for their reporting capabilities.

But unlike some of its com-
petitors Vault Platform does 
not allow employees to report 
harassment anonymously, Mei-
dav says. If an employee wants 
to report an incident of harass-
ment on the app, they must use 
their real identity, she adds.

“We are moving from 
anonymity to accountability,” 
Meidav says.

There are advantages and 
drawbacks to anonymous 
reporting, HR professionals say. 
Jacquelyn Thorp, an HR coach 
and CEO of sexual harassment 
training and HR consulting 
firm Train Me Today, told the 
Society of Human Resource 
Management Online in an 
article that it can sometimes be 
difficult to investigate claims of 
sexual harassment if the report 
is anonymous.

“You don’t always get the 
information you need to in-
vestigate, and there is no one 
to follow up with,” Thorp told 
SHRM. But there is a place for 
anonymous reporting, which 
can empower employees to 
report harassment if they feel 
they have “nowhere to turn,” 
she adds.

But Vault Platform isn’t just 
a reporting tool, Meidav says. 
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The app also has data analytics that 
give HR a better sense of the company’s 
broader culture and biggest pain points. 
Vault Platform will send HR executives 
reports that break down the most com-
mon problems employees are facing 
which could include, for example, bully-
ing, discrimination or harassment. Em-
ployers can look as deeply as a specific 
region or department, so they can tailor 
their training to the topics and areas that 
need it the most.

“Effectively what we’re getting at is 
this will become a new employer bench-

Technology

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.

Caroline Hroncich is an associate editor at Employee Benefit Adviser. Follow her on Twitter @chroncich1.
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Paycor adds relationship 
management software for brokers

By Caroline Hroncich

The payroll software company provides advisers’ data to help them better understand 
how their clients are using the technology

Technology

Paycor now has a new tool to help 
brokers better understand how employ-
ers are using its HR software and payroll 
services.

The company on Tuesday added a 
dedicated relationship management 
feature for brokers to its partner loyalty 
program. Its new tool is an addition to 
the HR payroll software provider’s broker 
care service, which it launched in 2016 as 
a way to help advisers streamline their 
client relationships.

Catherine Dunwoodie, leader of client 
success at Paycor, says the company 
wanted to develop a way to reward its 
most active brokers. Paycor’s new tool 
for client management helps brokers 

better manage their relationships with 
employers, she says, by offering broker 
outreach, joint go-to-market strategies, 
internal process management and issue 
resolution features.

“There’s been a big change in how 
brokers in particular are approaching 
HCM technology,” Dunwoodie says. 
“When you think about where a broker 
was 10 years ago, they were largely 
agnostic.”

“They cared about enrolling employ-
ees on benefits. What’s happened over 
the last [decade] is brokers have been 
called on by their clients to give an opin-
ion,” Dunwoodie says.

Brokers who bring in two new clients 

and $75,000 of annualized revenue to 
Paycor in a year reach platinum level 
status.

That status gives them access to 
features including analytics that will give 
them information on how their clients are 
using the software, Dunwoodie says.

But the tool also can be helpful for 
employers, who are increasingly using 
technology to help them attract and 
retain talent, Dunwoodie adds. Employ-
ers often rely on human capital man-
agement systems to streamline benefits 
administration.

“When technology is in place and it’s 
working beautifully, employers tend not 
to want to disrupt that,” she says. EBA

Vault Platform, which is 
currently engaged in a pilot 
program, is joining an ever 
growing number tech tools 
that claim to help employees 
more confidently report sexual 
harassment. Services like 
AllVoices, Bravely, Callisto and 
AI-enabled chatbot Spot, have 
all garnered media attention 
for their reporting capabilities.

But unlike some of its com-
petitors Vault Platform does 
not allow employees to report 
harassment anonymously, Mei-
dav says. If an employee wants 
to report an incident of harass-
ment on the app, they must use 
their real identity, she adds.

“We are moving from 
anonymity to accountability,” 
Meidav says.

There are advantages and 
drawbacks to anonymous 
reporting, HR professionals say. 
Jacquelyn Thorp, an HR coach 
and CEO of sexual harassment 
training and HR consulting 
firm Train Me Today, told the 
Society of Human Resource 
Management Online in an 
article that it can sometimes be 
difficult to investigate claims of 
sexual harassment if the report 
is anonymous.

“You don’t always get the 
information you need to in-
vestigate, and there is no one 
to follow up with,” Thorp told 
SHRM. But there is a place for 
anonymous reporting, which 
can empower employees to 
report harassment if they feel 
they have “nowhere to turn,” 
she adds.

But Vault Platform isn’t just 
a reporting tool, Meidav says. 

The app also has data analytics that 
give HR a better sense of the company’s 
broader culture and biggest pain points. 
Vault Platform will send HR executives 
reports that break down the most com-
mon problems employees are facing 
which could include, for example, bully-
ing, discrimination or harassment. Em-
ployers can look as deeply as a specific 
region or department, so they can tailor 
their training to the topics and areas that 
need it the most.

“Effectively what we’re getting at is 
this will become a new employer bench-

mark which will show you how you are 
performing in culture and diversity,” she 
says.

Vault Platform would not specify what 
employers were engaged in the pilot 
program, but Meidav says the list in-
cludes companies in the tech and media 
industry, universities and charities. They 
are also in early conversations with a big 
four accounting firm. The price of the 
platform, she adds, varies by company 
size.

In the digital age, Meidav says, em-
ployers can no longer afford to turn a 

blind eye to workplace misconduct. It’s 
in employer’s best interest to stop any 
harassment that may be occurring in 
the office, she says, especially when the 
risks are so great. If employees don’t feel 
heard at work, they may take to social 
media or elsewhere to relay their experi-
ences, she says.

“A company that wants to consider 
themselves diverse and equal can’t 
afford this anymore,” she says. “This is 
actually one area of HR that technology 
has done very little to transform, which is 
why we’re building this tool.” EBA
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OERB
OPEN ENROLLMENT READINESS BENCHMARK  | DECEMBER 2018

Employers losing confidence in readiness 

By John McCormack

Overall open enrollment readiness score drops 6 points in just one month.

Just when employers should be  
crossing the open enrollment finish 
line, many are realizing that they have 
several more steps to take. For the 
second month in a row, the overall 

open enrollment readiness score  
for employers with 2019 Q1 start dates 
dropped.

In fact, the score took a consid-
erable nose dive, falling from 54 in 

October to just 48 in November, ac-
cording to the latest data collected by 
Employee Benefit Adviser in its monthly 
Open Enrollment Readiness Bench-
mark survey.

Sponsored by:

Note: Scores are based on the progress employers with benefit start dates in the first quarter say they have made in each activity. 
Responses range from no progress, which equates to a score of 0, to completed, which equates to a score of 100.

EMPLOYERS STARTING BENEFITS IN Q1 2019

PHASE ACTIVITY ACTIVITY SCORE PROGRESS

Phase 1 

Benefit Plan
Design

Selecting benefit brokers/advisers 66

64

Selecting health plans 65

Selecting voluntary plans 61

Selecting pharmacy plans 66

Selecting retirement plans 69

Selecting wellness plans 55

Phase 2 

Open Enrollment
Preparation

Enrollment timing 65

45
Planning/designing employee communications 37

Reviewing compliance/eligibility issues 39

Setting goals 41

Documenting processes/procedures 40

Phase 3 

Open Enrollment
Management

Managing meetings with advisers/brokers 55

45

Enrolling employees 49

Answering employee questions 50

Documenting worker feedback 38

Measuring enrollment engagement metrics 33

Boosting enrollment engagements 44

Phase 4 

Open Enrollment
Design Analysis & 

Follow-up

Reviewing enrollment engagement metrics 32

37

Reviewing worker feedback 32

Soliciting additional feedback 24

Reviewing plan design 53

Reviewing communications strategy 48

Tracking benefit usage 40

Reviewing enrollment engagement analytics 32

Reviewing/improving the process 38

Planning year-round employee engagement 37
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Overall Readiness (as of NOVEMBER 2018)   48
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WE BELIEVE THAT WHEN YOU TRANSFORM THE BENEFITS EXPERIENCE, 

YOU TRANSFORM LIVES FOR THE BETTER.

Hospital Indemnity

Accident

Critical Illness

AD&D

Disability

Life

BETTER CUSTOMER OUTCOMES Our patented clinical claims model provides compassionate  
care backed by predictive analytics to help employees return to work efficiently and safely.  

NEXT GENERATION TECHNOLOGY The Hartford’s Ability Advantage platform helps manage  
claims, leaves and benefits administration in a single portal, offering employers and employees  
a simple customer experience.

PRODUCTS FOR TODAY’S WORKFORCE Our suite of top-rated life, disability, integrated absence  
and voluntary solutions offer the right mix for a competitive employee benefits package.

PARTNER OF CHOICE Based on recent research, 9 in 10 employers are likely to renew their  
benefits with The Hartford1 – now protecting the lives of more than 20 million people2.

Visit TheHartford.com/group
  1 2018 Employer Advocacy Study, The Hartford. 
2 Based on The Hartford’s internal reporting as of December 2017 combined with the Aetna acquisition.  
The Hartford® is The Hartford Financial Services Group, Inc. and its subsidiaries, including issuing company Hartford Life and Accident Insurance Company.  
Home Office is Hartford, CT. © 2018 The Hartford
7210 NS 10/18  

Our passion for transforming lives is exemplified by our unwavering commitment to making  
it happen. Through constant investments in technology, products and service we’re helping  
more people live active, productive lives.
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“What I’ve been hearing from advisers 
is that the unwarranted optimism in late 
summer coming into the fourth quarter 
on the part of employers just did not 
match up with reality,” says Jack Kwicien, 
managing partner at Daymark Advi-
sors, a Baltimore-based consultancy that 
works with benefit advisers to build their 
practices. 

“Many employers really thought they 
had a handle on things when they actu-
ally did not. So, what you’re seeing is 
employers coming to grips with the fact 
that they didn’t have everything buttoned 
up exactly the way they need it to be,” he 
says.

Indeed, employers now are recogniz-
ing that they are struggling to complete 
many tasks that should have been 
checked off the “to-do” list quite some 
time ago.

Communication is proving to be espe-
cially troublesome.

Consider the following: The score for 
planning/designing employee commu-
nications, a preparation activity that 
should have been completed months 
ago, came in at just 37 in November – 
an 11-point drop from the score of 48 in 
October and a 13-point decline from the 
September score of 50.

To arrive at these scores, the OERB 
tracks 26 open enrollment activities and 
asks employers to submit self-assessments 
of the progress they have made in each.

“A large percentage of employers 
seem to be dealing with some type of 
communication gap. Many employers 
really dropped the ball with respect to 
communicating with their employees in 
an effective manner and communicat-
ing early enough. As a result, employees 
coming into the open enrollment event 
do not have a good understanding of 
their current benefits selections and 

what changes their employer might 
have made in the past year. It’s really 
quite glaring,” Kwicien says.

Not surprisingly, when asked about 
challenges they have faced in the past 
month, many respondents specifically 
cited communication issues such as:
•  “Communicating benefits to mem-

bers.” 

•  “Making sure that employees know 
that they need to re-enroll in flexible 
spending plans.” 

•  “Communication and helping every-
one understand.” 

•  “Communication channels and get-
ting the word out.” 

•  “Communication errors that need to 
be fixed.” 

•  “Making sure everyone realizes what 
the plan covers. Generally making up 
the knowledge gap.” 

•  “Communications with our employ-
ees while rolling out a new benefit 
model.”
These communication shortcom-

ings are coming to light as employers 
are being forced to come to terms with 
the fact that many employees are now 
struggling with the enrollment process.

“It’s the end of the year and employ-
ers now are feeling the heat of the mo-
ment. They are actually being confront-
ed with questions from employees. As a 
result, they are coming to the realization 
that they did not effectively communi-
cate in advance and that’s why they are 
so swamped with questions. Employees 
are bombarding owners and human 
resources leaders with questions such 
as: ‘How do I complete this form? What 
does this change in eligibility mean for 
me? Can I keep my current physician if 
I change plans?’ So, they are inundated 
and overwhelmed,” Kwicien says.

While communication appears to be 
an especially troublesome area, employ-
ers also are struggling with a variety of 
other tasks that should have already 
been completed.

For example, the score for reviewing 
compliance/eligibility issues came in at 
39; documenting worker feedback at 38; 
and measuring enrollment engagement 
metrics at just 33. EBA

OERB

John McCormack is an Employee Benefit Adviser contributing writer in Chicago who focuses on employee benefits, healthcare and information technology.

“What I’ve been hearing from 
advisers is that the unwarranted 
optimism in late summer coming 
into the fourth quarter on the 
part of employers just did not 
match up with reality. Many 
employers really thought they 
had a handle on things when they 
actually did not. So, what you’re 
seeing is employers coming to 
grips with the fact that they 
didn’t have everything buttoned 
up exactly the way they need it to 
be,” says Jack Kwicien, managing 
partner at Daymark Advisors, 
a Baltimore-based consultancy 
that works with benefit advisers 
to build their practices.
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At UMR, UnitedHealthcare’s TPA solution, our  
tools help members take charge of their health.
Our next-generation member experience marries  
provider search and cost transparency in a single  
digital solution. Members see how the choices they 
make affect their health care costs. 

Visit us at umr.com or contact Mike Benson  
at 715-841-6112.

ONE-STOP SHOPPING FOR CARE + COST 
CONVENIENCE

PROVIDER RATINGS + REVIEWS
CONFIDENCE

COST SAVINGS
MEMBERS SEE REAL COSTS, NOT ESTIMATES 
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It’s just one way we bring the Power of The Wellness EffectTM  to you. 
From on-site financial guidance with our Pathways seminar
series to an online platform that employees can customize for 
their goals, Prudential creates experiences that drive action. 

Connecting people to financial wellness is at the heart of 
everything we do. And we do it by combining our expertise 
across insurance, retirement and asset management.

See how we can help make your workplace a wellness place,
with better retention and a boost in productivity.*
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